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Reading (meditatively) Dale Wright's Philosophical Meditations on Zen Buddhism 
is a delightful experience. I f  we say Bernard Faure's Chan Insights and Over- 
sights has deconstmcted the "Suzuki Zen" in the past decades of  Western 
scholarship, Wright's philosophical work has de-romanticized John Blofeld's 
reading of  Huangbo ~ ,  and thus de-mystified the Chan experience and 
the expression of  that experience. Wright's approach is basically herme- 
neutical--sometimes Gadamerian and sometimes Derridean which is, 
perhaps, both the virtue and the limit of  his approach. In this article, I shall 
take several issues in light of  Wright's understanding of  one mind, the 
transmission of  the mind, and Chart enlightenment. I shall suggest that 
Wright's arguments on textuality and contextuality via the Buddhist concept 
of  "dependent origination" bring in a new horizon of  a (Chan) tradition 
that is both past and present, old and new. Instead of  a molding of  the 
Chan enlightenment as the pure mind, or the pure experience, the text and 
context become the Chan that is molded. The questions I shall ask here are: 
Will the hermeneutical inquiry (as known as "meditative reading") envi- 
sioned by Wright as the author and experienced by me as a reader be the 
kind of  game that a Chan master like Huangbo would like to play along or 
"go beyond"? How should we "read" the mind of  the Chan master without 
reducing Chart experience to a linguistic-interpretive experience? How 
should we understand the Chan idea of  transcendence and the role of  lan- 
guage in Chan experience? 

I. One Mind--"A Primordial Mind"? 

One of  the issues raised by Wright when he examines the language used by 
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the monastic community is the Chart idea of  one mind. As we know, "one 
mind" ~vi Mn --,fl,), along with "one vehicle" ~i sheng - -~)  and "one voice" 
~iyin--~), was one of the most popularly Sinicized Mah~y~nic terms in the 
pre- and post-Chart traditions, but also a problematic one because of  its 
kataphatic tone that may sound at odds with the fundamental Buddhist ten- 
ets of  no essence or no substantiality. 1 Then, what is the meaning of  one? 
What is the meaning of  one mind according to the texts of  Huangbo, and 
according to Wright's reading of  Huangbo? Is it identity, wholeness, unity 
in terms of  interconnectedness, unity in terms of  origin or something else? 
Here I am not attempting (nor was Wright, I guess) to retrieve the "origi- 
naP' meaning of  "one" defined by Huangbo and Chan Buddhism; instead I 
am outlining three models of  "one" according to Wright's reading, to show 
the impossibility of  seeking a conceptually coherent meaning of  oneness in 
Huangbo's Chart. 

First, one denotes an "identical wholeness." This is suggested by 
Huangbo's statement that the wholeness is like "one container of  element 
mercury. Although it separates and moves in all directions, it will once again 
reunite into an identical whole" (Wright 1998: 158). Wright has pointed out 
that for Huangbo this "identical wholeness" also indicates an idea of  unity, 
that is, a unity between mind and sense objects. For instance, there are sev- 
eral occasions where Huangbo employed the old Buddhist sayings that 
"mind and objects of  the mind are undifferentiated," and that "mind and 
world co-arise and depend essentially upon each other" (Wright 1998: 158). 
It seems that there are two mutually related and yet slightly different argu- 
ments: the first statement speaks of  identity, and second of  mutual depend- 
ence. "Identity" here, says Wright, does not mean "sameness" but a kind of  
"unity" that does not exclude differentiation (Wright 1998: 159). As Wright 
has realized, the Chan concept of  one in terms of  unity within differentia- 
tion is no big difference from the concept of  the Dao understood by Laozi 
~ff- and Zhuangzi ~E-~ (for instance, Laozi's concept of  "mystical one- 
ness/xuantong ~ "  in the DaMejing ( ~ , , ~ } ) .  Here, Wright seems to sug- 
gest that Huangbo's discourse of  oneness was inherited from earlier Bud- 
dhism and Daoism both culturally and linguistically. However, whether "an 
identical whole" or "unity" used by Huangbo embraces the Daoist notion 
of  '~armony" is not clear here, and the idea of  "mind" that is associated 
with one in the Chan tradition also seems to suggest more than that ex- 
plored by Laozi and Zhuangzi. Wright has no problem with Chart's under- 

1 It should be noted that the idea o f "one  mind" is a quite complicated issue. There are many 
references to the issue of  mind, one mind, true self, etc., in East Asian Buddhism that can be 
traced back to the Tath~gatagarbha tradition. In the case of  Chinese Buddhism, one mind 
was thematized before the arising of  Chart Buddhism. Zhiyi r r  of  Tiantai Buddhism, for 
instance, used one mind to denote the idea of  a pure mind ~/~g :an ~,11,) and distinguish it 
from that of  an impure or delusive one 0~' qie :an -g)~,t~,, or ran :an ~,~,). Early Mahfiy~na 
was definitely aware of  the issue of  mind, but more as delusive mind. For instance, Nfig~r- 
juna does not directly speak of  pure mind, much less the identification of  the pure mind, 
with his idea of  the middle way. Due to the nature of  the article, my discussion is limited to 
the texts of  Huangbo presented in Wtighfs book. 
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standing of  interconnectedness, which in fact serves as a theoretical founda- 
tion for his contextualist argument throughout the book. 

The second model of  "one mind" is the idea of  "source" or "origin." 
In this model, "origin" is connected to the language of  "return" in that all 
interconnected phenomenal appearances go back to the same one origin, 
that is, a natural, unsullied state of  mind. Such images as the "well-spring," 
the "earth," and the "womb" appear in the texts o f  Huangbo to denote the 
meanings of  origin and the return to origin. It is here that Huangho's idea 
of  one becomes problematic, since "origin" and "return" (as the language 
of  looking backward rather than forward) seem to suggest something aptiori 
(as opposed to contingent). Does one mind, in ontological terms, function 
as a "locus" that supports many (phenomenal realities) as "loci"? Or does 
one mind, in cosmogonic terms, refer to the primordial (mind) that existed 
before the creation of  the manifold world of  differentiated things? 2 It is one 
thing to speak of  the idea of  oneness in terms of  interconnectedness of  eve- 
rything (an idea embraced by the Buddhist concept of  "dependent- 
orit~mafion,"yuan qi ~ ) ,  and it is another to speak of  the root to which 
everything returns unless the world of  dependent-origination itself is identi- 
fied as the root, or the root here does not refer to a stagnant aptiori but a 
continuously generative process that requires transformation. Wright's read- 
ing of  the transmission of  mind seems to follow the model of  "process" 
rather than that of  "return," a point on which I shall elaborate later. 

The third model of  one mind is what the Chan tradition calls the 
"oneness o f  the mind of  the Buddha and the mind of  ordinary," as ex- 
pressed by the popular Chan sayings, "Everyday mind is the Way" (ping 
chang xinji dao ~',Dl~lJ~) or "Mind is the Buddha" ~/7" xinjifo I~N,DtIN{~). 
Chart argues that the mind of  the Buddha is identical with the mind of  all 
ordinary beings. Here, Wright sees the same effort made by Huangbo to 
bridge the unbridgeable gap between the transcendent and the immanent. 
However, in doing so, the basic relation between these two concepts has to 
be changed. Namely, the two are not only connected to each other, but they 
also become one, and with a focus on the immanent. As Wright rightly puts 
it, the emphasis on "everyday mind" was 

a corrective to monastic "otherwoddliness"...(t)he saying works against tendency 
to ttma "dualistically" away from "sams~ra" in order to mediate upon its "other" 
"nirvgma" as if nirvana were simply another world more splendidthan this one. 
(Wright 1998: 162) 

Here, Wright takes oneness as a socially constructed concept to be born out 
of  the context of  the Chan community. Thus the idea of  one mind only 
makes sense when the problem of  the "implied hearer/reader" of the dis- 
course/text has been reconstructed. To put it differently, one mind here 

2 Wright does not answer these questions directly, but his answers are affirmative since he 
sees Huangbo's unity of  origin entails the dement of  "an identity in essence" (Wright 1998: 
158). 
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functions as a communicative way between the master and the student to 
overcome potential dichotomizations between the mind of  the Buddha and 
the mind of  the ordinary, and the nirvgnic experience of  enlightenment and 
the sams~ric experience of  everydayness. According to this understanding, 
we may argue that one mind in the texts of  Huangbo is used as a "third 
alternative" to embrace both this world and the other world and thus trans- 
form the presently absent experience into the presently present experience. 
"One Mind" now becomes "not two" which lacks a fixed conceptual con- 
tent in itself and for itself, since it operates only within the context of  the 
monastic community where Master Huangbo intended to get his message 
across. 

II. The Double-Gesture of One Mind 

How is "one" capable of  being one if there is no "two"? Though the texts 
of  Huangbo rely on kataphatic terms such as mind, and the mind of  the 
Buddha, it would be mistaken to say that one mind designates a Chan shift 
from emptiness of  emptiness to non-emptiness of  emptiness because, as 
presented by Wright, we also encounter a plethora of  apathetic expressions 
throughout the Chan texts. For instance, the statement that "One who sees 
that there is no Buddha and no Dharma is called a monk" (Wright 1998: 
163) used by Huangbo points to a dual negation of  subject and object, a 
kind of  double negativity (in the form of  "neither... nor") popularly adapted 
in earlier Buddhism. In this sense one mind is identified with no mind. 

In the texts of  Huangbo, no mind is also expressed in term of  a spatial 
trope, that is, "mind as space," or more exactly, "mind as an empty space." 
In the Chan tradition, "emptiness" or an "empty rnmd" (kong ~) is often 
employed to translate the Sanskrit term Junydt#, yet it should be noted that 
the spatial image entailed by kong (that is, an infinite empty sky, the vastness 
of  the cosmos that is limitless and immeasurable) was not exactly the same 
as the M~dhyamikan notion of  iunydta, for the latter signifies the idea of  
non-substantiality (wuzs ~g'[~;  Skt. asvabhc~va), and is thus devoid of  any 
spatial suggestions. This subtle shift from a more abstract philosophical 
term (no essence) to something with a more concrete visual image (an 
empty sky) is very Chinese. Huangbo's idea of  "mind as an empty sky" sug- 
gests the comprehensive nature of  the mind, as one would find in Huayan 
@~ Buddhism. In this case, an "empty space" can be understood as a Chan 
way to describe a mind that has no fixed, centered position, or further, a 
mind that transcends spatio-temporal limitations. It is interesting that 
Wright interprets empty space in terms of  openness in the section where he 
discusses Chart rhetoric: 

[t]his open or empty space is not to become a new object of knowledge. We will 
be unable to determine conceptually what it is since it becomes manifest pre- 
cisdy in the emptiness that opens up which the practitioner is dislodged from the 
position of the subject who "represents," and "determines." (Wright 1998: 99) 
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Wright here attempts to maintain a Chan-like position between what is the 
conventional (a new object o f  knowledge) and what is the ultimate, daiming 
that the latter, i.e., emptiness (kong) cannot be conceptualized. 3 Then how 
do we interpret this non-conceptual mind? It is upon this question Wright 
has posed a radical challenge to Blofeld's romanticized version o f  no mind 
which, according to Wright, takes no mind as confirmation o f  a primordial, 
pure mind, a position seen in the Chan /Zen  intellectual tradition since Su- 
zuki. Instead o f  prioritization o f  the pure mind, or the mind o f  the Buddha, 
Wright contends that no mind is not  a negation o f  "various diluted minds," 
but a solution to the antimony between the mind o f  the Buddha and the 
mind o f  the ordinary. Therefore,  no mind means "not  two" as we just 
noted. On  the other hand, no mind also designates the idea o f  a non- 
conceptual mind; yet "non-conceptual" (that is, not  conditioned by a con- 
venfional subject-object structure) does not  necessarily mean "pure" in that 
it belongs to the domain o f  the ' 'wholly other." Wright further questions 
the idea o f  "pure mind" by using Huangbo's  argument that one mind is not  
an object o f  experience, nor  is it a subject, since "mind cannot see rrfind" 
and in mind "there is no subject, no object, no self, no other" (Wright 1998: 
161). To affu'm this non-dual position, Wright cites another passage from 
the texts o f  Huangbo: 

People often desire to escape the wodd in order to quiet the mind, to abandon 
activities in order to grasp principles. They fail to realize that this practice uses 
the mind to obstruct the world; it uses principles to obstruct activities. Just 
empty your mind and the world will be emptied of itself. Just release your grasp 
on principles, and activities will themselves be released. (Wright 1998: 162) 

The negation o f  the mind here shows a double gesture o f  mind: construc- 
tive and deconstmctive, whose purpose is to avoid any possible "objectifi- 
cation." Then a question such as 'Wghat is one mind?" is obviously a wrong 
one, for one has already objectified "it" by posing the question o f  "what it 
is," Yet to change a perspective, what can be tentatively reconstructed from 
one-mind-as-no-mind in the texts o f  Huangbo is that there was a traditional 
Chinese concept employed here to illustrate a Buddhist point: the concept 
o f  the tiyong. There are two aspects that one mind embraces: the aspect o f  

(what it is) and the aspect ofyong ~ (what it does). This tiyong structure 

3 Wright has recognized that Huangbo's use of the analogy "Mind is like empty space" is an 
interesting issue but does not explore the theme. I don't think the Chan use of "sky" or 
"empty space" in this specific context implies any spatio-temporal contingency, but just the 
opposite in that an empty space was an attempt on the Chan part to bring in an experiential 
dimension that was believed to be timeless and spaceless, and thus Chan made a deliberate 
disassociation from the "space" (in terms of spatial and temporal) in a conventional sense. 
Wright "slfillfiaUy" defers the issue and turns the job to Bernard Faure by referring to a spe- 
cific chapter in Faure's book. Yet Faure in his book discusses more on temporary conditions 
and specialization of time in Dogen, which is not quite the same kind of "sky" or "empty 
space" we find in the text of Huangbo. For instance, Dogen's expression, "the sky skys the 
sky" where "sky" is also used as verb in order to deconstruct the conventional subject- 
predicate dualism, is a new argument. For more detailed discussion, see Faure: ch. 6. 
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was used by almost all Mah~ygnic schools in China and hence represents an 
indigenous ethos o f  Chinese philosophical discourse. 

The word a when it is translated as "substance"--seems to suggest 
something that is most fundamental, most real, and most important. Wright 
sees tiyong as a kind of  division, arguing that the division between "what it 
is" and "what it does .... works to maintain an essence for enlightenment in 
the face of  its changing appearances," which, however, "inevitably pushes 
the elusive 'essence of  enlightenment' out of  the finite world into a tran- 
scendent realm." Thus Wright argues that the dichotomizafion of  ti andyong 
"share(s) a similar essentialist pattern" as western "substance/accidence 
dichotomy" (Wright 1998: 145). 

The question here is whether e' andyong should be understood as a di- 
vision between "is" and "does," between what is primary and what is de- 
rivative, and between what is permanent and what is contingent. To an ex- 
tent, Wright's argument seems a valid one, since one mind as a source of  
return (the issue we touched previously) can be read as something that in- 
vites the notion of  substance, even though it is still not a clear argument in 
the texts of  Huangbo. Yet at the same time, it would miss the point if we 
take the tiyong merely as a division without talking about the mutual de- 
pendence of  these two temas, just as the mutual relationship between no 
mind and one mind. Accordingly, one should avoid seeingyong only as the 
external operation, or the functional/instrumental manifestation of  the 
ground, as some other Buddhist texts may show. 4 In the context of  Chan, 

yong can also define what ti is in that it changes and transforms ti via "vari- 
ous means" and as such is both "from itself" and "of itself." To put it dif- 
ferently, ~ does not signify a shift in denotation from a stress on the norma- 
tive/functional aspect to that of  substantive aspect. One of  the best exam- 
ples of  this non-dual position is, in fact, given by Wright himself when he 
speaks of  the role of  language in Chart experience, particularly when he re- 
jects Blofeld's argument that language is simply a provisional or functional 
designation that points to the essence (a) of  enlightenment. The Chan 
speaks of  the concept of  upaya, a skillful means ~ng&'an 25~.), which entails 
the meaning o f  "gates toward the enlightenment" (famen/~/ip~]). This skillful 
means as the methodological and functional process of  enlightenment, 
however, cannot be separated from the nature of  enlightenment itself. In 
this sense, upaya is not simply insmunental (and thus derivative) but com- 
municative and efficacious. It follows that acknowledging the differences 
between ordinary experiences--such as language--and the experience of  
enlightenment does not necessarily deny that language plays a role in shap- 
ing that experience. 

To avoid dichotomous views between no mind and mind, a' andyong, 
one has to constantly erase the idea of  ti as something outsideyong, or no 
mind as something outside mind. The texts of  Huangbo show a self- 

4 Wrighes interpretation of the tiyong relationship works better for certain Buddhist texts, 
such as The Awakening of Mahdydna Faith, where le'is given a clearer substantial quality. 
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conscious struggle with this problem. However, how can mind be one that 
embraces both many (various minds, various experience) and one (same 
mind, same experience) without reducing many to one? The Chan master's 
response was to drop all dualistic concepts, for any attachment to both 
mind and no mind "imprisons" the mind "between two iron mountains." 
This statement from the texts of  Huangbo reminds us of  the Chan teaching 
of  the middle path in light of  "not-one-and-not-two" (buyi buer ~F--~---), 
and '`being far away from the two extremes ~yuanh" ~'angbian ~ ) .  This 
is why we have the following answer given by Huangbo when asked the 
question of  "what is": 

Question: What is the Buddha? 
Answer: Mind is the Buddha and No Mind is the Dao ~/7' Mnjifo, wu :<in shi dao 

Here, the Dao is seen as one that embraces both mind ~/2' xin RN, t~,) and no 
rffmd (wu xin ~,,L,). Yet on the conventional and provisional level, the Chan 
master cannot avoid the issue of  differences coming out of  different states 
of  mind, as Wright has observed: 

Overwhelmingly, the texts claim people experience only diversity of things, their 
separateness and distinct identifies. Only rarely is this ordinary state of the mind 
intersected by awareness of the interconuectedness and unity of  all things. Nev- 
ertheless, this "identity" is represented as somehow more fundamental and 
therefore, more difficult to appropriate. (Wright 1998: 158) 

The distinction is made here between the enlightened mind (an "awareness 
of  the intercormectedness and unity of  all things") and the ordinary state of  
the mind. Though the passage does not make a direct association of  the 
"more fundamental" thing to the a' of  enlightenment, it does suggest a kind 
of  self(less?) identity, as a qualitative leap, vis&-vis the flux of  different ex- 
periences. Here is the dilemma of the Chan language: affirmation within 
negations. Huangbo's negation of  the two-ness between one and diversi- 
ties/many, as Wright points out, does not completely free itself from the 
framework of  transcendent sameness. This is, perhaps, the double-bind 
nature of  Chan: it is a deconstruction of  a full presence, yet functioning 
within a schematic (quasi-metaphysical) circle at the same time. 

III. "Going Beyond" the Mind of Huangbo 

How do we understand the Chan maxim of  "being outside the tradition" 
~l'iao wai bie chuan g2~-~U~), ' 'being not dependent on words" (bu h" wenzi 
~-~-T--), "direct pointing" (zhi zhi ~ ) ,  and "mind-to-mind transmis- 
sion"(chuan :van ~t~,)? Wright points out that Huangbo's texts were initially 
called "The Essential Teachings of  Mind Transmission (chuan xinfayao {g~C~, 
~k~)" with an implication that what matters is the mind, not the word. 
Were Chan masters like Huangbo tiding a horse and claiming that there was 
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no horse when they depended on words for "mind-to-mind transmission"? 
The argument that Chan manifests a rather skeptical view towards language 
has been a widely accepted one in Chan studies. Anyone who is confronted 
with the Chan tradition has to deal with the Chart negation of  language. 
Nevertheless, no other traditions in China, except Daoism perhaps, have 
accomplished so much through a creative use of  language than Chan, where 
one finds both the depth of  reticence and the peak of  loquacity. 

Following the Chan critique of  language in general, Wright's critique of  
language calls for a substitution of  living words (huoju ~ N )  for dead words 
(siju ~/~). In his analysis of  Chan language, Wright classifies what he calls 
"Chan rhetoric" into four distinctive styles: the rhetoric of strangeness, the 
rhetoric of direct pointing, the rhetoric of silence, and the rhetoric of  dis- 
ruption (Wright 1998: 85-99). It is interesting to see that among these four 
styles, the rhetoric of  direct pointing and the rhetoric of  silence suggest a 
non-linguistic (if not anti-linguistic) position in Chan, whereas the rhetoric 
of  strangeness and the rhetoric of  disruption speak of Chan's creative way 
of  employing language. This paradoxical view of  language is very similar to 
one embedded in Chan's argument of  mind and no-mind: The former at- 
tempts to affirm something while the latter puts doubts on any affirmation 
that has just been established, and becomes part of  "conventional norms." 
Wright has observed that all styles of  Chan rhetoric were employed for the 
purpose of appropriating and re-appropriating the Chan tradition within 
various traditions, the process of  which was an ongoing effort. The texts of  
Huangbo, therefore, offer an excellent example of the nature of "dependent 
origination," a Buddhist tema borrowed by Wright for his hemaeneutic argument. 

What intrigues me in Wright's arguments is that he speaks of  the Chan 
critique of  "dead words" via his own creative hermeneutic of  Huangbo's 
doctrine of  "going beyond." By challenging Blofeld's "representational" 
interpretation that sees Chan words as a linguistic instrument to denote a 
non-linguistic experience, Wright proposes his theory of  language that is 
"dependently originated" from the hermeneutical principle. 5 Namely, lan- 
guage is not a mere designator, pointing to something, say a pure mind. 
Instead, language should be perceived dynamically rather than instrumen- 
tally. This shift of  emphasis on the dynamic or performative aspects of  lan- 
guage in fact has blurred the hierarchical structure between enlighten- 
ment/transcendence (tt) and the process of  enlightenment/transcendence 
~ong). From this standpoint, Wright attempts to establish the connection 
between such Chan ideas as "mind-to-mind transmission" and "going be- 
yond" and the concept of  tradition and the role of  language within tradition. 
Wright contends that Chan experience, as an experience of"going beyond," 

is a product of the realization that the tradition had in fact changed in spite of its 
occasional claims to immutability. It is true that the expectation in the tradition 
was that "transmission" would occur only at those points where each new Zen 

s According to Blofeld's reading, mind is primary, and the language of the mind is secondary 
(Blofdd: 169), and as such an enlightened experience is one that goes beyond language. 
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master had attained an "oti~nal" experience---his or her own rather than a 
replication of someone else's. (Wright 1998: 152) 

I would like to emphasize two points o f  Wright's argument here: (1) "going 
beyond" in Chan can be read as "going beyond" previous traditions in or- 
der to seek something "new" rather than something that is "already there." 
This means that "going beyond" is looking forward rather than backward; 
(2) the movement  o f  "going beyond" has always to be dependent on the 
previous reference, and thus being "beyond" is just a relative term followed 
by "infinite beyond(s)." Transcendence or one mind in the texts o f  
Huangbo, in this sense, points to an infinite flux o f  finite experiences (in- 
cluding the linguistic experience), and thus becomes '"horizontal" rather 
than "vertical." It is along this line o f  thinking Wright suggests that the 
Chan notion of  "transmission" also means "dependent origination." In 
other words, transmission is always a temporal process in relations in that it 
was conditioned by the past that conditions the future. It follows that seek- 
ing one mind would not be a process o f  "recollection," or "repetition," but 
a process o f  ongoing re-appropriation and reconstitution. Transmission, 
then, is also a cultural translation: to decipher and transmit the meaning of  
the texts o f  Huangbo, as all the Buddhist texts before him and after him, 
involves an imaginative (creative) configuration o f  a self-other relation that 
keeps the meaning adding, itself to. something that is a plus.6 Based upon the 
above argument, Wright offers his new understanding o f  transcendence in 
term of  "going beyond": 

If transcendence is a historical phenomenon, found in historically constituted 
cultures among historical human beings, it would be subject to change and 
transformation under the influence of alterations in other factors and circum- 
stances. Transmitted from one generation to the next through historical tradi- 
tions, texts, and teachings, this experience, like any other, would lack an immu- 
table, eternal essence. (Wright 1998: 152) 

Obviously, Wright's argument o f  "no immutable, eternal essence" here di- 
rectly targets toward Blofeld's idea of  "a transcendent, pure experience" or 
a "Transcendental experience o f  Reality" where the "enlightened mind" as 
"ultimate perfection" lies beyond the realm of  "ever-changing mind." 
Wright's contextualist position makes Blofeld's argument difficult, if not 
knpossible. In his essay, "Rethinking Transcendence: The Role o f  Language 
m Zen Experience," Wright has expressed the same opinion, claiming that 
the alternative interpretation (of the role o f  language) "will consist in an 

Elsewhere in the book when he discusses the Chan strangeness, Wright shows us specifi- 
cally how a person's context (as historically effected consciousness) influences the way he or 
she reads and understands the text. Furthermore, a personal context (with its limitations) is 
not only necessary but also useful in encountering the text as the act of knowing involves (1) 
recognizing the strangeness of the text, and (2) transforming the text while being trans- 
formed by the text as well. However, without the contextual, one neither has a self- 
awareness of what needs to be "stranged," nor an ability of transformation. Wright argues 
that strangeness "functions to open the minds of hearers and readers by breaking the hold 
that ordinary discourse has on them" (Wright 1998: 85-91). 
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interpretation, of Zen practice and enlightenment that acknowledges nu- 
merous ways m which language and linguistically articulated social practice 
have shaped and made possible distinctively 'Zen' modes of  experience" 
(Wright 1992: 113). Wright even challenges the distinctions between experi- 
ence itself and the post-experiential experience (language), since for him 
"the movement from primordial experience to linguistic articulation cannot 
occur without presupposing distinctions, judgments, and meanings already 
present within the primordial" (Wright 1992: 118). 7 The concept of  "going 
beyond" does not mean "going beyond," as it is usually understood, for the 
point of  the enlightened mind is formation, transformation, and change. 

It should be pointed out that Wright does acknowledge the existence 
of a form of pretheoretical or prediscursive experience in the texts of  
Huangbo; yet he maintains that neither pretheoretical nor prediscursive 
should be taken as pre-linguistic, and thus cannot be replaced by "pure ex- 
perience." In doing so, Wright leaves a space for the idea of  pretheoretical 
or non-linguistic experience but with certain qualifications. For Wright, the 
purpose of  saying that Chan experience is prior to thought-pretheoretical- 
is to avoid its reduction to intellectual or rational exercise, and yet pretheo- 
retical experience itself is still specific and contextual (Wright 1998: 171). 8 

I must admit that Wright's argument of  "going beyond" is too attrac- 
tive to be questioned. Yet I still have to ask if the idea of "going beyond" 
he describes is something perceived by him as someone outside the history 
of Chan or something recognized by Huangbo as someone within the his- 
tory of Chan. In Wright's book, two narrative voices are heard: Wright as 

7 Here Wrighfs argument against "pure experience" resembles a "contextualist" position 
given by Steven Katz (see }Cat.z). For a counter-argument, see Nagatomo, where Nagatomo 
challenges Katz's contextualist view, arguing that "the truth of matter, however, is that au- 
thentic mystical experiences are neither of the body nor of  the mind as they are understood 
from the everyday standpoint because they are experiences that transcend both the mind and 
the body of  everyday dimension. Therefore, they cannot be explained by appealing to mate- 
rialist reductionism or to logical transcendentalism" (Nagatomo: 189). Sallie B. King holds a 
similar anti-contextualist view when she defends "thusness" as a kind of "ecstatic experien- 
tial apprehension of reality as-it-is," in which there are no thoughts, views, or concepts. She 
also argues that this ecstatic experiential apprehension has nothing to do with reducing reali- 
ties to something more primary, more real, though realities being experienced at that point 
are "intensely real, intensely vivid, and uniquely themselves" (King. 187). 
8 Wright's thesis on "dependent origination" has challenged both the logical and practical 
validity of the claim of "extra-linguistic" experience. For him, this kind of argument is no 
more desirable than it is possible. For me it seems to be almost an impossible job to argue 
the for-and-againstness of "pure experience" since the argument from above cannot con- 
vince the argument from below, and vice versa. Assuming there is such experience, the ques- 
tion we have to ask is how we distinguish it, with its trans-spatial, and trans-temporal nature, 
from other "hyperessentiai" claims that may repress and exclude it. After all "pure experi- 
ence" suggests a kind of "timelessness," "secrecy," or a moral privilege that could divide the 
one who knows from the one who does not know despite the language of oneness and unity. 
The same thing can be said of  the meaning of the Chan gong'an ~ which has been taken by 
those who speak of "pure experience" as "obvious" but paradoxical only from the perspec- 
tive of "the outsider." Wright's reformulation of emptiness as fmitude, which I shall discuss, 
attempts to prevent interpreting the (2tan tradition from the possibility of this kind of self- 
c o n t a i n m e n t .  
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part of  Huangbo's Chan community and Wright as a critic. Readers of  
Wright's book are still looking for the answers to the following questions: 
Did Huangbo himsdf and his followers, and the Chart tradition as a whole, un- 
derstand "trans-n'fission" as a hermeneutical task of "mission-of-translation"? 
Has Wright de-stranged the strangeness (othemess) of  Chan by locating 
Chan texts into the framework of  contemporary Western hermeneutical 
theory? Why are there two truths rather than one conventional truth in 
Buddhism (despite the "neither...nor" gesture in Chan)? Why does the 
Chan master speak of  "one ngnd," "direct awareness," and "the essence of  
"enlightenment" after all? 

IV. Emptiness as "Finitude" 

With his interpretation of  "going beyond," Wright has pushed the argument 
further. He suggests that the Buddhist idea of  emptiness (~unydta), in a 
sense, can be understood as the Buddhist principle of  fmitude (Wright 
1998: 148). What?l Are we talking about a TiUichian estrangement, a her- 
meneutic of  suspension, a Derridean undecidability, or a Buddhist enlight- 
enment?! I am particularly struck by the term "fmitude," also used by so 
many existentialists and post-existentialists in the West, a word that is 
deeply connected to the realm of  history, philosophy, religion, and language 
in the West, and a word that is also associated with conditionality, causality, 
fate, desire, anxiety, fear, estrangement, or even death, things Buddhism 
calls samsdra and considers "unreal" and "empty." Wright, on the other 
hand, sees fmitude as a hermeneutic concept of  historicity (in terms of  exis- 
tential temporality) in the sense that all human experience is finite, historical, 
and open to transformation. "Finitude," in this sense, refers to our physical 
limitations (spatio-temporal conditions) and our psychological limitations (the 
desire for permanence and eternity), both of  which are, in fact, connected to 
the problem of  temporality, since being finite means being temporal. 

Furthermore, if we take a closer look at Wright's use of  fmitude, we 
can see two interrelated arguments underlining his definition of  finitude: 
One is more specific and functions as a form of  cultural critique while the 
other is more general and functions as a philosophical statement. For the 
first one, Wright shares some of  the concerns expressed by Faure, whose 
cultural critique aims at what he calls "Zen Orientalism" represented by 
Suzuki and Nishida in Zen studies. 9 Wright sees the same danger in "ro- 
manticizing" the Chan experience expressed by Chan tradition itself as well 

9 According to Faure, both Suzuki and Nishida "were still speaking from within the discur- 
sive arena opened by Western Orientalism. That is to say, their description of Zen/Chan in 
many respects is an inverted image of that given by the Christian missionaries, and they re- 
lied on Christian categories even when rejecting them. If the Western standpoint represented 
an Orientalism by 'default,' one in which Buddhism was looked down upon, Suzuki and 
Nishida, among, others, represent an Orientalism %y excess,' a 'secondary' Orientalism that 
offers an idealized, 'nativist" image of Japanese culture deeply influenced by Zen" (Faure: 53). 
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as Chan scholars like Blofled: 

One problem that the tradition has not faced is a pronounced tendency not to 
recognize Zen doctrine as doctrine. Perhaps due to the influence of "no de- 
pendence" slogan, Zen Buddhists have tended to assume that traditional pro- 
nouncements about the "the Way" are something other than doctrine, and 
therefore not susceptible to cridcal thoughL As long as ideas are naively thought 
to "flow direcdy from experience" (or, in other traditions, directly from God), 
they will be held dogmatically. (Wright 1998: 179) 

In this case, "fmitude" is used by Wright to question an essentialist closure 
that exists both in the tradition of  Chan in China and the tradition of  Chan 
studies in the West. Finitude enables us to 'qet go" of  our attachment to the 
idea of  the absolute that invites transcendental pretensions and an illusion 
of  self-sufficiency, whether in the form of  the "original reality" or in the 
form of  the "primordial experience." The notion of  a fixed point of  origin 
which one finds in Buddhist teachings including Chan constitutes a self- 
imposed and self-contained limitation that has weakened the tradition. We 
need to point out that Wright's critique does not intend to deny the creative 
and deconstructive elements of  Chan Buddhism, but reaffirms the necessity 
of  repeating such Chan teachings as "non-abiding," "non-grasping," and 
"emptying" when one is confronting the essentialist elements within and 
outside the Chan tradition. 

The second (philosophical) argument is connected to the cultural cri- 
tique and yet functions in a much broader sense. It is, in fact, a much more 
important point that Wright intends to make throughout the book. In order 
to do so, Wright brings a Derridean deconstrucfion into the Buddhist posi- 
tion of  no essence in terms of  "dependent origination," both of  which, says 
Wright, have challenged the notion of  a "solid ground," an essentialist ten- 
dency in philosophical or religious teachings that looks for a closure, a full 
presence, and the final inquiry. This challenge is significant for Wright's 
main thesis because it leads to his conclusive argument that finitude is 
"freedom. ''10 As Wright puts it, 

In Buddhist doctrinal terms, the realization of "dependent origination" in prac- 
tice is not a rejection of what has thus originated, bur rather a reorientafion of 
one's reladon to it. The "emptiness" of things allows one to let go of things, and 
thus to be released from one dimension of the hold that things have on us. Dis- 
placement reworks freedom by means of replacement, a new orientation, and an 
ability to move in and among relations. (Wright 1998: 136) 

Here Wright confirms his reading of  "going beyond" we discussed earlier. 
However, Wright is still facing the same question that Derrida used to face, 

10 When Wright talks about freedom in terms of a specific Chan monastic commlmity, he 
also talks about the dialectic relation between freedom and restraint, contending that free- 
dom "can only take place against a background of constraints: alternative choices, the possi- 
bility of unfree acts, and all the stage-setting features of any context of understandinge' 
(Wright 1998: 123). To link this to Wright's argument of fmitude, we can also say that fmi- 
tude as a form of restraint enables freedom to take place. 
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that is, how can we make a de-constructive project constructive? Freedom 
is the word for Wright: finitude is a sign of  limits (/~'e ~-) but also a sign of  
de-limits (wujie 5Egg) that makes transformation possible. Finitude, then, is 
not a word of  despair. On the contrary, it is a word of  creative power com- 
ing out of  a creative (enlightened?) mind. Therefore, Wright contends, 

If we reject the doctrine of mind as "pure experience" or give it extensive quali- 
fication...what options remain for understanding the element of "enlighten- 
ment" in Huangbo's mind? P len~ Lacking full presence, the "absence" or 
"void" can be experienced as "mystery." Lacking secure and solid ground, the 
freedom and contingency of finite existence can be experienced. Lacking the 
closure of certainty, "openness" becomes the primary feature of the cultivated 
mind. (Wright 1998: 168) 

The tension between traditional models of excellence (the results of prior activi- 
ties of "going beyond") and current acts of going beyond those models through 
critical innovation is potent in its creative force. Positive idealization gives sub- 
stance and concrete shape to the tradition; critical appropriation builds the tradi- 
tion by pushing it beyond its old forms into further refinement or reformulation. 
Zen practice requires correlating these positive and negative functions so they 
sustain each other over time. (Wright 1998: 215) 

In the first passage cited above, Wright uses the word "mystery" to signify 
the possibility of  undecidability that includes the textual causal relationships. 
Yet this absence of  certainty makes mystical elements possible. Mystery, in 
turn, leads to an open domain, an unknowing territory. Wright affirms this 
argument through a statement given by a Chan master when he speaks of  
the posture o f  "not knowing": "Not knowing most closely approaches the 
truth" (99). He then continues, 

This line makes it abundantly clear that "the truth" is not a matter of correct be- 
lief, but rather something that is manifest in the absence of grasping. "Know- 
ing,' is here figured as an inauthentic form of self-securing and grasping. It 
represents human "desire" and "craving" more than it does the "openness of 
things." (Wright 1998: 99) n 

It is at this moment  that Wright sounds more Derridean than Gadamerian 
in that he speaks of  not knowing/not understanding rather than know- 
m d e r  m 12 �9 �9 �9 g /un  stand' g. The questions we have to raise here are: Can we iden- 

11 1 hoped Wright would explore this argument further, since not knowing is closely related 
to the issue of finitude and the nature of finite reason�9 It still remains an issue if the Chan 
notion of not knowing can be conceived as the docta ignorantia, the 'qeamt ignorance," de- 
scribed in the classical form in the western tradition by Nicolaus Cusanua and Immanuel 
Kant. 
12 For instance, in her introduction to Derrida's Of C-rammatology, G C. Spivak writes that 
Derrida suggests that what opens the possibility of thought is not merely the question of 
being, but never-annulled difference from "completely other." Such is the strange "being" of 
the sign: half of it always "not there" and the half always "not that." The structure of the 
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tify "not knowing" used by the Chan master with "not knowing" used in 
contemporary hermeneutics as a means of  dealing with the text of  a polyva- 
lent nature? Or does Wright intend to make an a/theological argument 
rather than a hermeneutic one by telling us that a true enlightenment is that 
there is no (final) enlightenment? It seems that Wright wants to be more 
deconstmctive than Chan. Perhaps this is also what he means by "going 
beyond Huangbo." Then, what about the "ultimate truth," nirvana, and "di- 
rect awareness," all those things Buddhism has not yet fully erased? When 
Chan masters like Huangbo kept saying, "Samsdra is nirvana, and nirvdna is 
sams~:a," did they really mean it, or just say it methodologically or rhetori- 
cally? I f  fmitude is THE word, shall we sing the song of  "the splendid 
world of  samsdra"? Those questions, arising out of  my horizon, are ad- 
dressed to the texts of  Huangbo based upon the text of  Wright, and I am 
waiting for the text to address the same question from its horizon to me: 
Whom should I follow? Master Huang or Master (W)right? This may be a 
false dilemma for the Chan master, since I am looking for a conceptually 
consistent argument that Chan ultimately rejects. Nevertheless, I could not 
resist Wright's overall reinterpretation of  the Chan tradition, particularly his 
view on fmitude, freedom, and openness, one of  the most engaging parts of  
the book. It is much more important for us to acknowledge the limitations 
of  our conventional discourse where we often encounter philosophical fmi- 
tude (i.e., seeing-things-as-we-are) rather than experiential enlightenment 
(i.e., seeing-things-as-the>are). 

V. Conclusion 

Wright maintains that tradition (including language) plays a fundamental 
role in the origins and shaping of  the monastic world that made a unique 
"Chart mind" possible. Through a creative application of  the Buddhist idea 
of  "dependent oriDnation," Wright has broadened the hermeneutic concept 
of  historicity in that it is more than a linear and causal relationship of  con- 
textuality (that is, the person is always a person-in-community, and the text 
is always a text-in-context). Instead, contextuality refers to a (w)holistic net- 
work of  associations and re-associations. The word "tradition" thus be- 
comes an open tradition that is constantly shaped and reshaped, formed 
and transformed. The meaning of  tradition as such is always a "trace" of  
that other which is forever absent. In this sense, Wright is quite Derridean. 
Like Derrida's deconstruction, Wright's interpretative endeavor, as part of  
the tradition of  'linguistic turn," seems to become separated from the real 
world of  flux and takes on an independent status, that is, the realm of  read- 
ing, explaining, and understanding (perhaps mis-understanding, sometimes). 
Wright's project fits the need of  those who have a passion for "doing things 

sign is determined by the trace or track of the other, which is forever absent (see Den:ida 
1976: xvit'). 
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with words," and those who prefer meditative reading to meditative prac- 
tice (in a Buddhist sense). Though Wright keeps reminding us that the ef- 
fort to play language in relation to Chan experience does not imply that 
Chan enlightenment/mind is in any sense reducible to language; it still re- 
mains a question whether his critical "philosophical meditations" are fully 
out of the "spell of conceptuality" of the hermeneutical circle. Wright might 
say that there is no need to be out of the circle, or there is no such circle in 
the first place. 
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